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THE DEFUND POLICE MOVEMENT TAKES AIM AT

FUSION CENTERS AND MASS SURVEILLANCE

Author TI Post Request

Legislators in Maine are

debating pulling funding for the

state’s fusion center — the first

such bill in the country.

LEGISLATORS IN MAINE could vote as

early as next week on the first bill in the

country seeking to shut down a fusion

center:

the intelligence-sharing

partnerships between local,

state, and federal law

enforcement agencies, as well as

private sector groups, that

proliferated following the

post-9/11 establishment of the

U.S. Department of Homeland

Security.

The draft legislation aims to pull

funding for the Maine

Information and Analysis

Center, known as MIAC, which

has an $800,000 annual budget.

The bill is one of several seeking

to reduce the scope of policing in

Maine and comes amid

nationwide efforts to reduce

funding for law enforcement,

mostly at the local level.

The proposal also follows a

whistleblower lawsuit by a

veteran Maine state trooper

who accused the MIAC of

illegally surveilling racial

justice protesters,

environmental activists, and

counselors at an

Israel-Palestine peacebuilding

camp, as well as maintaining

an unlawful database of gun

owners. Mainers’ interest in

the fusion center further grew

last summer, after the

transparency collective

Distributed Denial of Secrets

published a huge trove of

documents hacked from 251

police websites, including the

MIAC’s. The documents,

known as Full Article

The New Gestapo - An Interview with Karen Propst about Being

Targeted in America

Greetings from Long Beach

California. It´s been awhile since I did

an article guys. One of the reasons is

that my life has been interrupted by

terrorism. ¨What¨ you say? ¨How can

that be?¨ Well it is pretty hard to

explain. But during the March For

Our Lives rally in March of 2018 in

Long Beach, I was approached by a

plain clothes man (who I now feel

may have been the Mayor of Long

Beach´s private security, unverified)

and asked a ton of personal questions.

I gave them this website address - not

thinking anything of it - as I was live

streaming the event and went on my

way. A few days later a group of

people who acted like military

invaded my life.

They listened to all conversations I

had in public overtly, (they identify

themselves with one handed signals)

interrupted phone calls, stalked me on

foot and by car and played with my

life. None of them would tell me

why I was being followed, and

why they were making strange

hand signals everywhere I

went. After doing some online

searches to retain my sanity, I found

others who had similar experiences.

The internet called it Gangstalking

and called the victims Targeted

Individuals. A few voices who were

experiencing what I was stood out,

and one of them was Karen Propst. I

found her on Twitter recently and

unlike so many I had connected with,

she was a very real target, and

survivor. I had to interview her.

Please enjoy and share this article to

as many people as possible. I will let

Karen do the telling, because it´s a

story hard to believe and she´s good

at story telling. I am proud to

introduce you to Karen Propst, a

decade plus survivor of this torture

with many names. FT: Thank You

for speaking with me Karen. For

starters, what is your back

ground and credentials? All I

know is what I see on your

GoFundMe and a few tweets on

Twitter (@nottaconformist).

Are you an American Citizen,

have you served in any military

capacity? KP: I am an African

American woman Full Article
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Total Tyranny: We’ll All Be Targeted Under

The Government’s New Precrime Program

“There is now the capacity to make tyranny total in America.”― James Bamford

It never fails.

Just as we get a glimmer of hope that maybe, just maybe, there might be a chance

of crawling out of this totalitarian cesspool in which we’ve been mired, we get

kicked down again.

In the same week that the U.S. Supreme Court unanimously declared that police

cannot carry out warrantless home invasions in order to seize guns under the

pretext of their “community caretaking” duties, the Biden Administration

announced its plans for a “precrime” crime prevention agency.

Talk about taking one step forward and two steps back.

Precrime, straight out of the realm of dystopian science fiction movies such as

Minority Report, aims to prevent crimes before they happen by combining

widespread surveillance, behavior prediction technologies, data mining,

precognitive technology, and neighborhood and family snitch programs to enable

police to capture would-be criminals before they can do any damage.

This particular precrime division will fall under the Department of Homeland

Security, the agency notorious for militarizing the police and SWAT teams; spying

on activists, dissidents and veterans; stockpiling ammunition; Full Article

Europe demands answers after
US-Danish spying claims
In an investigative report on Sunday, Danish public broadcaster Danmarks Radio

(DR) and other European media outlets said the US National Security Agency

(NSA) had eavesdropped on Danish underwater internet cables from 2012 to 2014

to spy on top politicians in France, Germany, Norway and Sweden.

In an investigative report on Sunday, Danish public broadcaster Danmarks Radio

(DR) and other European media outlets said the US National Security Agency

(NSA) had eavesdropped Full Article

Gang-stalker

Exposured

Confirmed Gang-stalker for others:

For the last 5 years or so, I have

been getting gang-stalked and

harassed by my local community in

Australia, North Lakes.

Unfortunately through local

connections and other targeted

individuals, I was informed by

others that this individual - Nick

Woods is a Gang-stalker in the

local Mango Hill community.

So please anyone in the local area,

please be aware of this.

https://m.facebook.com/profile.ph

p?id=690305240 - Nick Woods

AuthorJess Brown
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US developing sensor to stop

‘havana syndrome’ energy attack

The US Department of Defense is working on a wearable sensor that
would detect radio frequencies

The US Department of Defence has been working on a wearable sensor

that would detect invisible radio frequencies amid reports that a

microwave weapon might be causing a mysterious illness in US

personnel.

Reports first surfaced from Cuba in 2016 of attacks on US embassy

personnel that caused significant brain injury. The mysterious illness,

which was named the “Havana syndrome”, causes symptoms like

debilitating headaches, loss of hearing and balance, and permanent brain

injuries.

Although the cause of the illness remains under investigation, the DoD

appeared to be taking it seriously by funding research into a wearable

sensor that would detect these radio frequencies, the New Scientist

reports.

The new device would be capable of recording exposure to harmful levels

of electromagnetic energy and inform the user. The detector would be

“analogous” to devices already used by US soldiers to warn them of nerve

agents and other chemical attacks.

“A wearable RF [radio frequency] detector to signal and document

exposure to injurious levels of RF energy will allow personnel to take

timely and appropriate protective measures, enable confident diagnoses

of RF exposure injury, and serve as a critical intelligence resource for

defining current battlefield threats,” according to the project plan.

If the device were to work as intended, the project plan stated it could be

“useful for a wide variety of military operations” while also serving

commercial purposes in “medical, industrial, manufacturing, and test

facilities. FULL ARTICLE

Author JusticeTI

Havana syndrome is a set of medical signs

and symptoms reported by United States

and Canadian embassy staff in Cuba dating

back to late 2016 as well as subsequently in

some other countries, including the United

States

In 2017, President Donald Trump accused

Cuba of perpetrating unspecified attacks

causing these symptoms. The U.S. reduced

staff at their embassy to a minimum in

response.[14] In 2018, U.S. diplomats in

China reported problems similar to those

reported in Cuba, as well as undercover

CIA agents operating in other countries

who were negotiating with those countries

on ways to counter Russia′s covert

operations around the world. Subsequent

studies of the affected diplomats in Cuba,

published in the journal JAMA in 2018,

found evidence that the diplomats be “a

main suspect” for the Full Article

Jess Brown Community Gang-Stalking:

Broadcasting Thoughts & V2K System

Setup – Everyday Technology Applicable:

Government Stalking Non-Applicable

Satellite Technology Non-Applicable

Implant Technology Non-Applicable

Government Technology Non-Applicable

System Setup

Capability:

Portable System

Setup able to

record/listen to

sounds in real time &

simultaneously. System able to replay back

sound simultaneously – looping sound as

well. Full Article AuthorJess Brown
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This is my first day joining a targeted individual support group, hello

fellow sufferers of human torture experimentation and persecution

Hello to all, perhaps I will be a bit too honest on this post, but I haven't been able to talk with anyone

like me. It seems that there are targeted people all around the globe, but it seems you always end up

in an area where there are none. Even if there were enough to form a local support group, would you

really trust them anyway? As far as I know, there could be all kinds of paid harassers who join as

fake ti's on this website. But, that is enough of me being a wet blanket. So here it goes. I have been

targeted for over one decade. My health is failing rapidly. Even in death, the stalkers will not let you

rest in peace. Currently, a stalker, who is actually a cryptkeeper because he is watching my progress as

I slowly die from the poison that he is burning in his barrel every single day. I have developed a

lesion on my lung that did not exist prior to him doing this. I had severe brain damage in 2016 from

the exact type of COINTELPRO Full ArticleAuthor: P.N.P. Kight

The Surreptitious Reincarnation of

COINTELPRO with the COPS

Gang-Stalking Program

In 1975 Senator Frank Church convened a joint senatorial/congressional inquiry

into the egregious human rights and civil liberties violations of the Central

Intelligence Agency (“CIA”), National Security Agency (“NSA”), as well as the

Federal Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”) against people both foreign and domestic.

Such blatant transgressions included the “neutralization” and “elimination” of

political dissidents, “enemies of the state,” real or imagined threats to National

Security, and anyone else on the proverbial shit list of the Military Industrial Complex (“MIC”). Full Article Author JusticeTI

GOP Reps Demand Answers After FBI Exposed for 'Widespread'

Surveillance Abuses

Republican Reps. Jim Jordan and Andy Biggs issued a scathing letter to FBI Director

Christopher Wray this week, following the release of a declassified report that appears to

confirm that the bureau illegally spied on American citizens.

In a letter posted to Twitter by the House Judiciary GOP, Jordan and Biggs argued that the FBI

had been “seriously and systemically abusing its warrantless electronic surveillance authority,”

and was engaged in “illegal spying activities.”

Further, the two congressmen wrote that, “These concerns are particularly disturbing in light of

prior misconduct thoroughly detailed by the DOJ Office of Inspector General (OIG), suggesting

a pattern of abuses and deficiencies in the FBI’s FISA processes.” Full Article Author TI Post Request

ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE CAPABILITIES,

EXTREME ABUSE OF TECHNOLOGY, SECURITIES AND

HUMAN RIGHTS

If the weak personalities in our Bureaucracy can not only have cognizance but also criminally

abuse surveillance technology, why not let the rest of the world in on this once secret area,

particularly in post 9/11 era? This will force the Federal Bureau of Investigation (typical) to be

publicly knowledgeable and/or responsible as per their oath. Various United States

Departments keep referring this case back to the Department of Justice whom has ignored us

through the years. In attempts of assistance with Congress, we are informed they are obviously

not a Federal Investigation Source and this is not their job. Also they have advised me that if

they are NOT informed truthfully by our assigned and/or responsible Federal Sources (DOJ), how are they supposed to have

cognizance let alone assist in establishing various Laws to protect this Country, our Allies and the Citizens? I.e. The cover-up among the

Department of Justice and/or their interconnections is obvious. I am sick and tired of this unprofessional Full Article Author Robert

Butner
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Another CIA Document Shows US

Army’s Interest in The “Holographic”

Universe & Supernatural Abilities

Author TI Post Request

What Happened: Myself, Joe, and Ruby (Collective-Evolution)

recently sat down to discuss a very interesting declassified CIA document

that we came across. The document was approved for release in 2003,

but comes from the 1980’s. It’s titled, “Analysis and Assessment of

Gateway Process.” The document was written for the Commander of the

US Army Operational Group in Fort Meade and really dives deep into the

holographic universe, out of body experiences, altered states of

consciousness and much more. The focal point of the document is what’s

known as “The Gateway Experience.”

The Gateway experience is a ultimately a training system designed to

bring enhanced strength, focus and coherence to the amplitude and

frequency of brainwave output between left and right hemispheres so as

to alter consciousness, moving it outside the physical sphere so as to

ultimately escape even the restrictions of time and space

It’s about information on how to interact with the nonphysical parts of

reality. The Gateway Experience was originally created by Robert

Monroe, founder of The Monroe institute (TMI). TMI is arguably the

most renowned institute for consciousness studies, and has been

assisting people in tapping into the powers of consciousness since 1971.

Full Article

The Commission of

Challenges of the Future

of the Senate presented

two Law Projects that aim

to protect people’s privacy

against AI.

Protecting mental privacy and the right to

individual identity of men and women in

the face of the advances of artificial

intelligence. This is the objective of two

bills that were presented today at an online

conference in which national and foreign

authorities and specialists participated.

In recent years, neurotechnologies have

experienced accelerated progress that

brings benefits and downsides. It is for this

reason that scientists, experts and thinkers

have been reflecting on ethical limits and

raising the need to recognize and protect a

new type of rights: the “neuro-rights”.

Through an international online

conference, the first two legislative

initiatives in the world were presented,

which will enter the Chilean Senate and

establish ethical legislations that protect

the autonomy and free will of the brain of

each of the inhabitants of the planet.

The president of the Senate, Adriana

Muñoz, explained that “it is proposed to

promote the recognition and protection of

neuro-rights, through a constitutional

reform project and a bill (…) that protect

mental privacy and the right to the

individual identity of men and women in

the face of the significant and promising,

but also disturbing, advances of artificial

intelligence.

Author JusticeTI
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Scientists entered people’s dreams and got them ‘talking’
In the movie Inception, Leonardo DiCaprio enters into other people’s

dreams to interact with them and steal secrets from their subconscious.

Now, it seems this science fiction plot is one baby step closer to reality.

For the first time, researchers have had “conversations” involving novel

questions and math problems with lucid dreamers—people who are

aware that they are dreaming. The findings, from four labs and 36

participants, suggest people can receive and process complex external

information while sleeping.

“This work challenges the foundational definitions of sleep,” says

cognitive neuroscientist Benjamin Baird of the University of Wisconsin,

Madison, who studies sleep and dreams but was not part of the study.

Traditionally, he says, sleep has been defined as a state in which the brain is disconnected and unaware of the

outside world. Full Article TI Post Request
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"Scientists at the end of the War were hanged for what

scientists today are doing and getting away with."

Dr. Barrie Trower

https://havanasyndromecryout.com

Please email me info@ourconstitution.info subject CRY

HELP/tweet or call Lauren >how you can help...

Author JusticeTI

Hello, I am a T.I, I am reaching out for as much

help and information as possible

Hello, I am a T.I, I am reaching out for as much help and information as

possible. My symptoms are - induced bodily functions, smells, tastes,

drugging, thoughts read in real time, physical pain all over,

hallucinations in real-time, smells which others can smell,  The voices

are of people I know, sometimes digital and emulated voices. I can

communicate with them. The volume and pain seems to have a limit. I

am unsure if they can see what I can see. It follows everywhere and

started a specific day a few months ago. When I think something it is

repeated, mocked...instantly hey also have all my passwords as a result.

My tormentors claim they paid £30k for this a doctor Full Article

Why Only Employees

Targeted Individuals Been

Saying This Shit For Years

Government Destroy Their

Own Then Cover Their Asses

With Their Own What A

Joke~ Lawmakers introduce

bill to improve care for

"Havana Syndrome"

victimsal intelligence.

A bipartisan, bicameral group of lawmakers

introduced legislation on Wednesday that

would authorize added financial support

for U.S. officials who have suffered brain

injuries resulting from "Havana

Syndrome," a mysterious set of symptoms

known to have afflicted scores of American

personnel over several years. The measure

would allow the CIA and State Department

to provide financial assistance and other

benefits to injured employees according to

internally established, "fair and equitable"

criteria, according to the legislation's text.

Individuals suffering from "Havana

Syndrome" have reported a range of

neurological symptoms, including vertigo,

dizziness, ear pain and popping, nausea

and intense and persistent headaches, and

some have been diagnosed with Traumatic

Brain Injury (TBI). The syndrome gets its

name from early instances of the illness,

which sickened more 40 U.S. embassy and

intelligence officials in 2016 and 2017 in

Cuba. Full Article
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